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D_vKX_APHIC ASPEC2S OF SOCIAL SECURITY
INTRODUCTION
Why do demographic trends affect Social Security?
The aASDI program
operates under a current-cost method of financing by which the benefits
to today's beneficiaries are paid from the taxes of today's workers.
Therefore, the year-by-year changes in the benefits of the program and
the taxes required to support _
are directly related to changes in the
number of beneficiaries and the n_nber of workers.
The number of beneficiaries and workers--and therefore Social Security's financing status
--varies according to demographic trends.
How can the effect of demographic trends be evaluated?
One measure of
demographic trends is the pattern of the so-called aged dependency ratio,
the ratio of the population aged 65 and over to the population aged 20
through 64. Between 1979 and 2035 the aged depend_
ratio is projected
to climb from .193 to over .360. A similar, but more precise measure (for
Social Security's purposes) is the ntmlber of OASDI beneficiaries per I00
covered workers.
The n_nber of beneficiaries per i00 covered workers is
projected to climb from 31.3 to about 50 by the year 2035. Social
Security's cost as a percentage of taxable payroll is projected to climb
from 10.4 percent to over 16.5 percent, primarily because of the increase
in the number of beneficiaries per covered worker.
These projections are
based on the "intermediate" set of assumlotions in the 1979 Annual Report
of the Board of Trustees of the OASDI trust funds, and ass_ne a continuance
of the OASDI program as defined in current law.
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What caveats can be stated when making long range dersDgraphic projections?
Since the future cannot be predicted with a high degree of certainty, the
actual experience will undoubtedly be _t
different from the quoted
estimates.
The purpose of the estimates, however, is not to make guaranteed
predictions of the future but to indicate how the OASDI program would
operate under future demographic (and econcmic) conditions that can reasonably be expected to eventuate.
Such estimates should be based on the most
realistic assumptions t/nat can be adopted at the time the projections are
made.
In view of the inherent uncertainty, however, alternative projections
on the basis of different (but not unreasonable) assumptions
should also
be made to provide information on the sensitivity and possible range of
variation associated with the projections.
The _mphasis on the aged dependency ratio should not obscure an important
fact: the total dependency ratio (defined as the population aged 65 and
over plus the population under 20, divided by the population aged 20 to
64) is projected to decline for the next 30 years and is not expected to
reach its current level again until about the year 2020. The costs of
supporting the retired population may be offset to some degree by lower
child-dependency costs. However, direct or indirect transfer of revenue
frcrn child-dependency financing mechanisms (primarily private spending and
State and local taxes) to the social security trust funds would require
substantial changes in our social, economic, and political systen_.
D}_MOC£gAPH IC TRENDS
Life expectancy--Mortality rates in the United States have shown a somewhat
um_teady but persistent tendency to decline. Decreases in mortality
generally result in an increasing aged dependency ratio.
Mortality improvements at ages 20 to 64 (where average rates are already quite low) do not
greatly increase the total ntmg_r of such persons. Mortality over age 65
is much higher and any decline here results in a substantially greater aged
population.
The combined effect of lower mortality, then, is that the aged
dependency ratio (and, consequently, OASDI expenditures as a percentage of
taxable payroll) will increase significantly, as indicated below.
Fertility--Fertility patterns have different cost effects at different times.
The fertility level in any year affects the number of workers 20 to 65 years
later and the nt_nberof retired workers 65 and more years later. Therefore,
the fertility level in any year affects the amount of inccme 20 to 65 years
later and the amount of outgo 65 ard more years later.
The post-World War II "baby bocml" results in relatively high numbers of
workers and amounts of tax income between now and about 2005, after which
it results in relatively high numbers of beneficiaries and amounts of outgo.
The low fertility of the late 1960's and 1970's, and expected low future
fertility, result in relatively low numbers of workers and amounts of
income in the early 21st century, just when the number of beneficiaries
and amount of outgo is high.
Migration--Most
migration is by persons of working age or younger, so that
if net inmigration occurs, aged dependency ratios will be low_red, at least
_rarily.
Net J/mligration into the United States has not been a significant factor in this regard since before World War I but conceivably could
become an in_ortant source of future workers if the current low birth rates
continue for an extended period.
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Disability incidence--FrQm the beginning of the U.S. Disability Insurance
program in 1957 incidence rates have been increasing and it was not until
recently that they began to level off and to decline.
In the past 2 years,
a substantial decrease has occurred.
This variation is not readily explainable but is thought to be related to a n_m_er of factors including economic
conditions, benefit levels, and program administration.
As the prime determinant of the size of the disabled population relative to the active working
population, incidence rates have a direct effect on disability insurance
costs as a percentage of taxable payroll.
Female labor force participation--At the same time that fertility rates have
been declining, greater numbers of women have been both entering the labor
force and participating over a longer length of t/me. This has added an
element of growth to the _Drking population that will not be reflected in
the num_er of beneficiaries for many years.
Under the current Social
Security program, the taxpaying participation of many women may result in
only moderate increases in their future benefits; thus social insurance
costs are reduced in proportion to the extent of female labor force
participation.
Retirement Age--In the past decade, there has been a substantial trend toward
earlier retirement.
By 1977, 51% of all male insured workers age 62-64 and
57% of all such wcm_n were Social Security OASDI beneficiaries.
Little
evidence exists currently that this trend will reverse in the near future
(although inflation expectations may tend to have this effect).
In the
future as health and life expectancy irr_rove and as growth in the labor
force slows, older workers may have the ability, opportunity, and incentives
to remain in the workforce for longer periods.
Social Security costs as a
percentage of taxable payroll would be reduced in proportion to such extended
worklives.
Further liberalizations in the retirement test _cund/orthe delayed
retire_aent credit, however, _Duld eliminate any program savings from later
retir_nent.
Legislated higher _
allowable retirement ages, after the turn of the
century, may be more practical as a result of future demographic change,
but would require substantial advance notice to participants, and revised
socioeconc_dc expectations concerning work and leisure.
IMPLICATIONS

FOR SOCIAL SECURITY POLICY AND DEVELOPMENT

One obvious result of demographic change is that a program enacted many
years ago may not be appropriate for the needs of the changed society.
The current benefit structure, which was based on typical pre-World War II
family units with working husband, dependent wife, and several children,
may no longer be the best choice in view of today's multiple-worker
families, few children, and so on. Current and future Social security
development will need to reflect such changes if the program is to meet
the income security needs of the population in an equitable and rational
manner.
The recent report of the HEW study group ("Social Security and
the Changing Roles of Men and Women", February 1979) suggested several
methods for restructuring the Social Security program
so it might more
equitably reflect the higher work force participation rate of women and
the higher divorce rate.
The overriding influence on future Social Security development will be the
financial requirements resulting from the aging of the population.
Past
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mortality and fertility trends and their expected continuation will place
much greater demands on the productive sector of the economy in order to
support social insurance programs as they are currently defined.
In recent
years, few program modifications resulting in higher benefits have received
serious attention in Congress.
Many cost-saving provisions have been
considered, and some have been enacted.
CONCLUSION
In the United States, Social Security policy and development have
traditionally resulted from the collective desire of the population for
reliable protection against the potential loss of their ability to earn
a living. The need for incQme security is unlikely to diminish in the
future. Difficult decisions will need to be made regarding how best to
provide a reasonable level of protection against specified contingencies
at a price t_hatthe Nation can afford.
With sound knowledge and understanding of the current program, the public
could decide on an informed, rational basis that the present program is
satisfactory (and therefore worth supporting) or that particular changes
are desirable to make the program more responsive to perceived needs but
at a cost that is considered to be affordable.
Even with improved understanding, public agreement on Social Security goals
may be difficult to achieve.
The "ntm__rator and der_mlinator" of the aged
dependency ratio have basically different concerns.
The aged population
naturally prefers benefit improven_nts while the working population would
favor lower taxes. With the coming growth in the aged population, and
with the older population's generally higher level of political awareness
and participation, the potential for intergenerational conflict is very
real and puts a further burden on all of us to help develop a system that
is acceptable to participants at all stages in life.

MR. DAVID A. RICCI: As a representative of a moderately sized home
service insurance organization, the major thrust of my ccrm__nts will be
directed toward environmental changes as they affect the development of
products relating to the middle incc_e, primarily blue collar,market.
The reentry of our organization into the tax qualified IRA market with a
flexible premit_n annuity product is a manifestation of federal pressures
designed to produce changes in design and marketing methods that more
closely reflect what is perceived to be the changing needs of the cons_aer.
The general probl6_ with cc_pliance is that the sophistication and training
of the distribution system and the market which it serves are at variance
with the goals required by the regulatory agencies.
That is to say, the
susceptibility of fund transfer between one annuity product form and
another based on very specific items relating to interest credit while
ignoring both insurance values and the accumu/ation of previous funds,
produced mostly by both competitive and regulatory pressures, will act to
produce a greater loss of value to the policyholder, a loss in profitability of the product, and eventually a detrimental effect to the industry
as a whole.
To maintain a viable system in terms of tax favored individual
products, those favorable insurance elements inherent in the policy structure
must be stressed and service must be performed on a consistent basis.
To
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this extent, the hc_e service organization may have a considerable degree
of advantage over the Brokerage or C_neral Agency System.
While the risk of investment loss is particularly severe in this area, the
opportunity of earnings stability from the qualified product, and their
ability to act as a buffer from more unstable product activity is reason
enough to pursue aggressively the maintenance of an active market position
in this area.
In the early seventies, the position of our ccr_pany with
respect to interest adjusted cost measuren_Jlts was such that we established
a split interest cash value scale grading to net level prEm_iumwhich somewhat artificially produced indices which were quite ccr_petitive in the
non-participating arena. Now it appears that subsequent pressures from
the NAIC in terms of a payment ir_ex, the FTC in the terms of equivalent
earning rates during the early durations, and particularly what we feel to
be the increased awareness of these situations by the market,have led us to
reconsider our position in terms of value offered and to seek the development of permanent plans which embody minirmml values and very _titive
pr_ni_n rates on a non-participating basis.
Similar enviro_tal
factors
have caused us to reconsider our cc_petitive position in the term arena and
also establish an agency _tion
agreement, which allows for equivalent
value on the sale of term products.
However, we feel, along with the ACLI,
that industry has a responsibility to prc_ote the appropriate view of permanent life insurance vehicles in the face of the FTC report.
A much more substantive and realistic threat in the area of co_ism
to
home service industry is the relationship of the frequency of premiums
charged to the collection service.
Agency organizations
simply are not
performing the collection function in the manner similar to that e_ployed
a decade ago. The answer is a much more equivalent _tion
system which
relates equitably modal pr6_nium assessments to additional service provided.
Any me_
developed should also be responsive to changes in service.
The imposition of the Flesch Test, its acceptance by the NAIC and
incorporation in several State laws has led our organization to restate
all policy forms in "simplified language".
Just how far this trend will
go is unsure at the mcment, but the iaplications on decisions relating to
interpretation
on a legal basis may be far reaching, particularly in areas
of specialized coverage, such as accidental death, disability inc(m_, and
dread disease coverage.
We have viewed with much interest the att_
of certain members of the
industry to address changing econcmic and social values of the cons__r
with some form of an adjustable life product. We have also noted the
decline of such interest in recent months and intend to enter the market
in a modest phased basis with an initial offering of the guaranteed insurability rider based on cost of living increases, coupled later with an
adjustable term, and hopefully following with the modification of a premi_n
deposit fund which allows for the purchase of additional insurance in future
years. The critical factor in this area is the ability of our systems to
address the continuing needs of the policyholder.
Our distribution system
is uniquely qualified for approaching this particular situation. However,
it remains to be seen whether our type of agency force can develop the
necessary sophistication to address the flexible needs of the changing
family. Our best guess is that a modest version of adjustable life will
be a very viable part of our cc_pany's future.
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In the limited market in which we operate, the effect of an ever increasing
portion of retirement incQme provisions being supplied through gov_tal
means has created a more ccmpetitive frame%_rk within the pension area.
To
this effect, we have consistently established more liberalized approaches
to underwriting within the pension area in order to capture a healthy share
of that market.
The wisdom of continued liberalization in this area is
severely in question.
I believe the individual product funding vehicle
for pension plans is slowly dying as a marketable alternative for our type
of organization.
Our marketing efforts have consistently been directed toward a male
dc_iuated work force which was co_posed primarily of individuals between
18 and 30. The effect of the changing age-sex oDmposition of this group
has caused our organization to severely scrutinize the method in which we
market our product. We feel that as the average age of the work force
beccr_es more mature, so also do the security needs and attitude of the
potential insurance buyer.
Contingent terms, adjustable life, and more
flexible benefit products are the long term answer to changing market
distribution and needs.
The home service area must have the ability to
mature and respond as its market also changes, particularly with respect
to the way in which presd%mis are collected ar_ the overall service aspect.
Our decision to leave the industrial life area and attempt to answer the
conversion needs of these policyholders is one manifestation of our feeling
that the organization must change to be more responsive.
There is no doubt that the problem of inflation has affected all
organizations which rely upon permanent non-participating insurance
vehicles as their primary market thrust. Continued inflationary impact
of 5 to 6% for a prolonged period may act to make the sale of flat benefit
permanent life a thing of the past.
The problem of inflation
as it changes individual security needs,if not
continuous, will have to be addressed for the foreseeable future.
One
such _
from a product development standpoint is the creation of semi
or fully adjustable life products as alluded to above.
The key issue is
that we as insurers will not survive if we do not recognize that changing
financial conditions will produce fluctuation in income needs that must be
addressed in an insurance program. We all are familiar with the effect of
20 years of inflation upon living values, as any immediate retrospective
will verify.
The key problem here is one of education, not only of the
agency force but also of the policyholder at solicitation.
There are also a number of other major enviror_ental factors which have a
bearing upon individual security provisions.
One is that major advances
in technology will allow us to be much more responsive to individual needs
as they change through enviro_aental influence. The phase in which hardware has been used as a personnel replacement vehicle is just about over.
The next phase will be one in which the expanded machine capabilities will
allow us to alter our distribution methods and capacity.
The impact of mortality and morbidity trends is hard to judge at the
present time. I believe that within the next 20 years there is a reasonable chance for shift in middle age mortality rates, in which essentially
the major cause of the death will be attributable to accidental means only,
much in the same manner as juvenile mortality rates today.
It will be a
rmach more difficult task for us as insurers to sell life insurance as a
risk avoidance mechanism.
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As the family unit becomes smaller and the attitudes of society shift
toward a more individualist framework, as they have done in the past
decade, there will be extreme pressure particularly in the market in
which we currently operate to simplify overall underwriting rules in
order to make the procureraent of insurance a much more palatable function.
We see in this a great future in the salary deduction and general allotment
market areas. The insured will expect to be serviced in such a way as
there is very little initiative expected on his part.
It is indeed a great challenge for the entire insurance industry to react
to the very fast-changing envirorm%ental influences.
It is obvious that the
response cannot be ccrnplete, but we must adopt a posture of willingness to
understand the forces at work, and determine the best means in which we can
not only survive as an institution with these forces, but also use the
changes as an opportunity for substantial growth.
MR. ROBERT J. DYMOWS"KI: My r_arks will address several of the points
mentioned on our agenda:
inflation, regulation, cosign,
taxation,
and the changing age-sex distribution of the labor force. There are
undoubtedly other factors likely to have an inpact on group benefit
programs and I hope my _ts
will be helpful in forming your own
thoughts on this topic.
Inflation--I consider inflation to be a major force with which enployee benefits must contend, beth now and in the future.
I believe that the effects of
inflation affect several of the above factors and present a challenge to
actuaries involved in the development, pricing, and provision of Group
benefits. While this applies most partic_larly for medical care benefits,
other Group benefits are also affected.
The peaks and valleys of recent inflation
where 5% to 6% now seems to be the _

rates have brought us to a point
level of built-in inflation which

is generally considered likely over the near future.
Medical care represents
the major element in Group enloloyee benefits.
The medical care portion of
the CPI has generally exceeded the CPI for the past twenty years (except
for the Federal control period in 1973-1974 and currently).
This portion
of the CPI appears to have moved to a higher plateau than the overall CPI,
and an underlying rate of 9% or more seems likely--producing a doubling of
medical care costs in about eight years.
Historically, the achievement of such plateaus has been caused by a period
of recession or depression.
The economy appears to be moving in this direction now, and this could produce increased utilization of group benefits,
particularly medical care and disability inc(m_.
Group insurance benefits represent a major piece of an employee's cc_pensation package. Once benefits have been established, Employees are reluctant
to lose them, or have _
decreased.
Thus _nployers recognize these
benefits as a significant and largely unavoidable cost of doing business.
Inflation in both the general econc_y and in the medical care sector have
becfm_ an item of major concern to enloloyers and enployees alike.
Enloloyers
seek to avoid the risk of catastrophic medical costs associated with inflation and rapid increases in medical care technology through medical care
coverage. The risks of loss of _
due to disability or death of an
e_ployee are similarly provided for by disability income and life insurance
benefits.
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With the costs of other necessities increasing so rapidly, the individual
er_ployee is not likely to be willing to accept greater responsibility for
his own benefit costs, and is likely to want to avoid risk by obtaining even
more coverage.
These attitudes influence construct activities, cause mandated
benefit extensions, and may be reflected in a desire to retain coverage by
staying in the work force longer.
This attitude about personal responsibility was described as the "psychology of entitles_nt" in the Rappaport Plumley paper presented at the 1978 Annual Meeting (TSA XXX, p. 245).
Of course, these esployee desires increase the cost pressure on e_ployers.
The availability of cc_ioarable benefits from a variety of carriers has created
a buyer's market for enployers wanting to purchase benefits at as low a cost
as possible.
Larger groups have turned to non-insured programs or other
special rating arrangements as a means of cost savings. Their objectives
have been to save pr_ni_
taxes or risk charges and to have an opportunity
for additional investment income on the cash flow represented by claim
reserves.
Unfortunately, many groups make such changes in their benefit
programs without understanding the risks associated with them. This is
because they consider the first-dollar coverages normally provided by
insurers as very predictable.
Most carriers have responded to this market
with programs in which the group retains most of the risk but obtains stoploss coverage for protection against severe losses.
The movement away from the front end of such risks, that is the higher
frequency, lower average claim portions, can probably be seen as desirable
by most actuaries.
It recognizes the conventional wisdom long maintained by
brokers or agents that large groups will eventually pay for all of their own
claims and expenses under any experience rating arrangement.
This assertion
is true only to the degree that carriers are able to recoup deficits fr_n
groups with poor experience.
A problem associated with this movement back toward the tail of the risk is
the potential volatility of such risks, and the surplus required to support
them. In this connection, one aspect of inflation which should be noted is
the leveraging effect of high deductibles.
For exanlole, an underlying annual
trend of 14% for medical care at the $0 deductible, 100% benefit level corresponds to a trend of 20% at the $1,500 deductible level and almost 28% at the
$5,000 deductible level. Programs in which 6sployers bear the risk of the
first $1,500 or so of benefits and insure the excess are being fairly widely
sold, particularly for smaller sizes of groups which might not otherwise
consider a self-insured arrangement.
I question whether groups purchasing
such coverage understand this, and whether they will accept renewal increases
reflecting such asstm_otions.
Diminishing the premit_n base of carriers due to their acceptance of lesser
degrees of risk means that it will be more difficult to develop and retain
surplus for the remaining risks, although available surplus may provide a
greater degree of protection to the remaining volume.
The greater potential
for volatility associated with group products involving low frequencies and
high amounts means that adequate surplus must he maintained.
A lack of surplus can also lead to a probl_n in providing coverage on smaller groups on
a traditional
insured basis.
A question which actuaries have long considered, and which appears to be
receiving a good deal of interest currently, is that of the level of surplus
needed to adequately provide for the risks undertaken by an insurer. I
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recently read an interesting paper in The ASTIN Bulletin for March, 1979,
(Vol. i0., Part 2) by G. C. Taylor entitled "Probability of Ruin Under
Inflationary Conditions or Under Experience Rating". This paper studies
the effect of inflation,of premium ino0me and claims size distributions,but
not of free reserves or surplus.
It shows that the probability of ruin is
always increased when the constant inflation rate assumed is increased.
It
also shows that ruin is certain, irrespective of the rate of inflation, the
largeness of free reserves, and the safety margins in premiu_n,if inflation
occurs at a constant rate. It also demonstrates that the corresponding
eventual result for an experience rating syst_n is certain ruin. I
reccrm_r_ this interesting paper to you, and suggest that we should all
evaluate its findings very carefully in the light of current econcr_ic
conditions.
The problem of maintaining an adequate level of surplus under inflationary
conditions can be demonstrated very easily.
Consider a company with a group
insurance portfolio as follows:
Percent of Premium
Inccr_ in 1978
Group Life and AD&D
DisabilityIncome
Medical Care

15%
10
75
100%

Further assum/ng:
(i)
(2)
(3)

Group surplus at 12/31/78 = 20% x (1978 Famed
Net growth excluding pr_nium increases = 10%
Premium increases (rate and benefit changes):

Premium)

Life, AD&D
3%
Disability Incc_e
5%
Medical Care
14%
(4)

A surplus contribution
operating
results.

of 2% of earned premium resulting

from net

This produces a surplus level at 12/31/79 of only 18.3% of 1979 earned
premit_s.
Pepeating these assumptions for another year would produce a
surplus level at 12/31/80 of only 16.9% of 1980 earned premiums. This would
represent a reduction of almost 15% in the degree of protection afforded by
the company's surplus level over the two years, and would be cause for concern if the original level of 20% had been considered necessary to provide
adequately for the contingencies faced by the Group operations.
Lacking an
ability to control the effects of inflation on premi_n and claim levels, a
company's only means of maintaining a surplus level which it considered
appropriate would be to limit its growth significantly, to reduce its
exposure to risk, or to increase contributions to surplus. I am aware of
one major group carrier which has indicated that its interest in writing
A.S.O. business was a direct result of its concern for being able to maintain
an adequate level of surplus.
If carriers begin to be unwilling to accept
risks because of a lack of capacity, it seems reasonable to asst_ne that those
wishing to transfer the risks will increase pressure on the Federal gov_t
to do so through NHI or similar programs.
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Regulation--Group life or disability incc_e benefits are generally revised
in relation to the economy, The rapid increases in cost and inprov_ents
in
technology in recent years have caused considerable upgrading of medical care
benefits.
In addition to such changes, another force for change in benefits
has been regulation at both the state and Federal level.
In many states various types of mandatory benefits have been introduced into
group insurance contracts in recent years.
These have included required
benefits for newborn coverage, psychiatric inpatient or outpatient coverage,
con_e_rsion privileges and improv_nents
in the coverage for special conditions
such as alcohgli_n or drug addiction.
Generally, the interest of the regulatory authorities mandating these benefits has been to address "deficiencies"
in benefit programs.
In many cases, these "deficiencies" were actually underwriting controls which had been included in the original contracts because of
either the unknown nature of the risk involved or the susceptibility of such
risks to selection against the group insurance program.
Thus they enabled
underwriters to provide broad categories of coverage at reasonable and cc[npetitive rates. The net result in most cases of mandated benefits has been
an overall increase in the cost of employee benefit programs.
Two significant exanples of recent changes in benefit requirements are t_he
mandatory maternity benefits required under provisions of the Equal _ploymerit Opportunity Act, and in the effect on benefits for older e_ployees of
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.
Consider the general treatment of maternity
contracts:
(i)
(2)
(3)

benefits in group health

They are generally not as rich as other benefits in the package,
requiring greater direct participation in costs by the insured.
Only cc_plications are usually covered under Major Medical.
A nJ_ne-month waiting period and a corresponding deferred maternity
benefit period are normally applicable.

The philosophy underlying this benefit design recognizes
that maternity
differs from other disabilities in the degree of control of it by the
insureds. Thus it has been asst_ned that such expenses can be budgeted in
advance and need not be insured in full.
Now, however, the average maternity cost per case of about $1,800 has cc_bined with factors such as women's rights and the percentage of working
_men to create pressure to provide this benefit on the same hasis as any
other disability.
The result was the _t
to the Equal Employment
Opportunity Act effective as of May i, 1979. The net result of this amendment is that there is to be no difference between the treatment of the
benefits required due to maternity or any other disability under esployee
benefit programs.
This applies to both medical care benefits and loss of
programs, for groups with fifteen _nployees or more.
The responsibility
for the requirements of the act rests with the individual
er_01oyers and not with the carriers providing the benefits.
Obviously, in
order to provide satisfactory service to their policyholders, it has been
necessary for carriers to revise contracts and develop necessary rate adjustments to these benefit programs to reflect the requirements of the law.
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Depending on the exact age and sex distribution of a group of e_oloyees, the
increase in medical care costs due to inproving maternity benefits to the
same basis as all other benefits can vary significantly from group to group.
An example of the lack of appreciation of the intention of benefit design
for maternity was shown by the initial interpretation by the E.E.O.C. of
the impact of the _t
on the usual provision of extended benefits for
maternity.
This arrangement was intended to provide a consistency of treatment for maternity claims with other claims, with the basic idea being that
coverage would be provided for the claims incurred in a specific period for
which prE_ti_n was actually earned.
The nature of the extended benefit provisions differed between maternity and non-maternity benefits because of the
lack of a similar period between the inception of non-maternity claims and
the services provided for th6_ as opposed to the normal period of pregnancy.
In its interpretation of the amendment the E.E.O.C. indicated that:
(i) the extended benefit provisions associated with maternity could not
be reduced to be consistent with non-maternity benefits,
(2) the extended benefit provisions for all other disabilities must be
consistent with the maternity provisions, and
(3) the initial waiting period for maternity could not be any longer
than the waiting period for all other benefits.
Thus a greater exposure to the group for all benefits than otherwise had
existed before the _t
was produced.
Fortunately, in September the
E.E.O.C. changed its position to no longer make this interpretation, which
had been called "an outrageous distortion of Congressional intent" by
Senator Richard Schweiker (R-PA).
The required changes to group programs because of the Age Discrimination in
_loyment
Act are a reflection of econc_dc conditions and a natural outgrowth of the change in attitudes of the work force. The pressure of inflation is causing more individuals to seek to continue e_ployment beyond normal
retirement.
Group life benefits have customarily provided for reductions
in benefits due to the atta_t
of age 65 with the intention of avoiding
selection by individuals insured for large amounts.
These reductions w_re
normally a specific cutback at age 65, such as 50%, with a grading down of
the benefit to zero at age 70. In the case of medical care coverage, the
asstmlotion was made that individuals would normally beccme covered by
Medicare and their group benefits were either cc_pletely eliminated or
continued through some Medicare supples_nt.
The provisions of the act
require that any reduction in benefits due to the attairanent of specific
ages be actuarially justified based on expected increases in costs at those
ages. The objective of the provision is that active esloloyees aged 65-70
should be treated on the same basis as all other e_ployees.
I suggest that several conclusions
regulatory actions:
(i)

(2)

(3)

or implications

can be drawn from such

Inflation has been a contributory factor in bringing them about -- by
causing more wQmen to join the work force on a long-term basis and by
causing individuals to seek to continue working beyond age 65.
They will contribute to further inflation by increasing the costs of
esployee benefit programs through either insured or uninsured benefits,
_nd resulting in these cost increases ultimately being passed along to
constm__rs.
They may lead to further extensions of benefits -- to non-traditional
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households, to retired and terminated e_ployees, or for currently
limited _efit
categories.
They may be developed by individuals who have little understanding of
the reasons for the original restric_ons
or the degree of risk represented by such changes in benefit structures.

Consumerisre--I believe that many of the attitudes which are expressed as part
of the constm_rist movement are closely related to the "psychology of entitlement" mentioned above. Thus, it seesns likely that this movement will cause
de_and for additional services to be provided on a group insurance basis
wherever possible.
A major element of const_eri_n is the enlohasis on obtaining products at the lowest possible cost to the cons_maer. Because of the
ability of the group benefit vehicle to provide products on this basis, it
seems
likely to be viewed as a desirable means of providing benefits while
avoiding the acquisition costs associated with individual life and health
insurance.
In response to consumerism, group carriers must give increasing concern to
revising their contracts to improve readability.
This has become a cc_mon
requirement of insurance deparhnents and can represent a significant expenditure of time and effort.
I believe that const_erism will also require companies to inprove services to their insureds _ as many ways as possible,
particularly as related to billing and claim administration practices.
In
order to offset the increase in operating expense required by such services
ccr_panies are turning even more to the use of computers for many aspects of
group operations.
It seems
likely that only cenloanies which are successful in keeping expenses at minimum levels through their use of computers and
standardized processing syste_ms will be successful in competing for the _efit programs of major groups and r_maining cc_petitive in the s_aller group
market.
One aspect of consu_neri_n see_s to be a distrust of corporations and their
profit objectives.
In their emphasis on the benefits and services being
provided, activists in the const_=_r movement often fail to appreciate the
risks associated with the provision of benefits.
It is the acceptance of
these risks that justifies the profit objectives of the insurers, and this
must be ccmnunicated effectively to consumer advocates or regulators
influenced by th_n.
Perhaps partially in response to these attitudes and also as an outgrowth of
the increasing interest in ASO arrangen_nts discussed above, more tb_ird-party
administrators or organizations intended specifically for claim payments have
begun to cc_pete with carriers for the payment of claims on non-insured programs.
Because such organizations exist specifically for claim payment
functions they may often operate with a lower overhead than the J_surance
carrier and can therefore offer very favorable retention charges for their
services.
In order to retain such business, carriers will need to demonstrate that their experience in the areas of claim control, utilization
review, and overall efficiency in service can result in a more cost-effective
program in the long run.
Taxation--Group employee benefits have enjoyed a favorable tax status.
Except for life insurance benefits in excess of $50,000 per year, these
benefits do not constitute taxable income to employees.
This has undoubtedly
contributed to their grc_th as part of the bargaining process between labor
and management.
It has also been questioned as a possible contributing
factor to the inflation in medical care costs.
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While I have not yet been able to read a transcript of the hearings, a
Congressional Oversight S_ttee
concerning Medical Tax Expenditures
recently met to consider whether the present tax-ex_mpt status of employer
contributions to employee benefit programs should be revised.
Since e_oloyee
benefits are such an important part of the cc_pensation package it seems
unlikely that making such contributions taxable incc_e to employees would
have any major effect on the provision of such benefits.
It does seem
possible that alternate funding arrangements might be pursued, hoover.
Specifically, if premiums became taxable income to eni01oyees, employers
might be w_lling to consider various selfinsured arrangements if the same
benefits could be provided to esployees without increasing their taxable
_tion.
This could lend to a further deterioration in the risk-taking
capacity of insurers as discussed above.
Another aspect of taxation which may be of increasing interest to group
e_ioloyee benefits is whether states will begin to attem%ot to collect some
form of tax on benefit payments in lieu of pre_ni_n taxes.
Since relief frQm
state premii_n taxes is one of the major considerations of groups in considering alternate financial arrangements the application of some tax to
the benefit payments made under such programs might serve to reduce significantly the incentive for employers to explore their feasibility.
This would,
of course, be likely to be only one aspect of such decisions, since the
primary decision should be the willingness of the group to be exposed to the
potential risks associated with its benefit program through such financial
arrangements.
Age and Sex Characteristics of the Labor Force--The ccr_position of the labor
force has changed very dramatically over the past twenty years.
It has
moved from a split of approximately 68% male, 32% fes_le in 1960 to a distribution of approximately 60% male and 40% f_ale in 1977. While the total
labor force increased by about 38% over this period of time, the female
participation in the labor force increased frcm 23.2 million to 40.1 million,
or approximately
73%.
This shifting in the labor force has naturally been most pronounced at the
younger ages, with the under 35 age group moving frc_ 39% of the total in
1960 to 50% of the total in 1977. Surprisingly, the portion of the labor
force represented by individuals aged 55 and older declines only frcm about
18% to about 14% over this period.
Recent concern over the effects of
inflation and the removal of mandatory retirement ages is likely to cc_bine
to increase the participation of such individuals in the labor force in the
future.
A primary item of significance to group e_ployee _efits
related to this
shifting in exposure has been the need to reevaluate traditional underwriting
practices regarding eligibility and participation requirements.
This has
been true especially because of the entry into
the labor force of a greater
proportion of married women ,
producing a greater ntm_er of individuals
eligible for insurance coverage both as employees and as dependents.
Companies have therefore found it necessary to relax participation requirements
where eligible e_ployees elect not to participate
in coverage because of the
presence of other insurance benefits.
The increasing tendency for participation in the labor force on a part time basis may also result in reconsideration of the definition of eligible _mployees for benefit purposes,
or development of special benefits for such employees.
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XYZ CYI_ANY
SURPI_IJS LEVELS

ASSUMPTIONS
i.

1978 Group Pre_lium Income Distribution:
Life, AD&D
Disability _
Medical Care

15%
i0
75
100%

2.

Group Surplus at 12/31/78 of 20% of 1978 Group
Premium Inceme

3.

Annual net growth excluding

4.

Average annual premium increases
changes) :

pr6_litrnincreases

of 10%

(rate and benefit

Life,AD&D
3%
Disabiility Inccrne 5
Medical Care
14
5.

Annual surplus contribution of 2% of earned pr6_ni_n
GROUP SURPLUS AS % OF PRI_MIUM INCOME
12/31/78
12/31/79
12/31/80

LABOR

20.0%
18.3
16.9

FORCE DISTRIBUTION*

1960

1965

1970

1977

26.3%
29.1
12.1
67.5%

26.4%
28.1
11.5
66.0%

27.6%
24.7
10.8
63.1%

29.6%
21.3
8.8
59.7%

12.3%
14.6
5.6
32.5%

13.2%
14.8
6.0
34.0%

16.1%
14.6
6.2
36.9%

20.9%
13.9
5.5
40.3%

MALES
Age Group:
Up to 34
35 - 54
55 and over
Total
FEMALES
Age

Group:

Up to 34
35- 54
55 and over
Total
*Source:

1978 Statistical Abstract of the United States
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MR. HARRISON GIVI_S, JR. : Introduction--The general _
of this Concurrent
Session is the impact of a changing enviro_nent on personal security progra_ns.
And indeed the enviror_ent is changing -- rapidly, boldly, unpredictably.
It
is not only desirable that you think of these changes and their inpacts on
your work,
it is essential if you are not to lose your professional perspective and become just another twig swept along in the growing torrent of
change.
To understand is the necessary prelude to influencing these changes
wisely.
My own part of this general theme is to consider group mechani_ns for personal
security, but I will also touch upon individual programs as they are affected
by general principles.
Changing Times--Is it really necessary to prove to you that long-standing
values and perceptions in our own fields of work are greatly changing?
As
one example, consider Social Security.
Even five years ago it had still its
marvelous public image of a mighty, growing engine of economic security and
social justice.
In these last few years, however, the perception has developed
that it may not be prudent, or even possible, to provide adequate retirement
income through Social Security alone. Where now is the self-confident assertiveness of the "expansionists" that Bob Myers contended with so hard in the
1950's and 1960's?
Indeed, the passage of ERISA in 1974 marks a watershedthis legislation clearly picks up the private pension plan universe, scrubs
it, sanitizes it, straitjackets it, and adopts it as an inset
of public
policy.
Henceforth, national policy is to assure the preservation and spread
of private pension plans.
As a second, and more current example, consider tax policy. We ere now moving
into some form of recession.
Ever since the Full Employment Act of 1946 we
have known what to do - spend our way out of it. This accounts for our marvelous success in the past thirty years in avoiding recessions, stock market
disasters, and the like. A central part of any program to increase consunlotion in troubled times is, of course, the tax cut. None of you is surprised,
therefore, to see that a tax cut for 1980 is widely discussed now, and -- in
one form or another -- as much of a sure thing as anything political can ever
be.
But what form? President Carter likes the idea of cutting back on Social
Security taxes.
That will put money largely into the hands of the lower paid,
who can be counted on to spend it, and thereby support higher consi_ption.
But the extraordinary news is that a quite different route is being explored
enthusiastically by a Congress s_denly
concerned with laggir_ productivity
and capital investment.
This "new wave" of thought is strongly drawn to
allowing deductions from taxable _
for employee contributions to personal security programs. We have had HR i0 programs for the self-employed
for 15 years, and IRA's for regular employees for five years, and now we
would allow deductions even for the _t
more than half of the work force
covered by private plans. Hence the idea is not brand new, but the motivation
is dazzling -- let's have a tax out that does not stimulate construction but
that does add to capital formation.
What a breath of fresh air!
The President's Commission--Other examples could be cited of the currents of
change, but let us consider only the most obvious candidate -- the natural
focus of all current re-examination of retirement income programs.
This is,
of course, the President's Cc_mission on Pension Policy.
Conceivably, the
work of this Commission will come to naught.
Don't count on it -- remember
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the President's Cc_ssion
appointed in 1963 by Kennedy, which reported in
1965 to Johnson:
it drew up the specs for the ERISA that came nine years
later. This time the gestation period will not be so long.
If the current Commission had been created several years ago -- before the
growing awareness that Social Security has substantial constraints on its
ability to do the whole job, before any appreciation of the essential role
of private plans in capital formation -- I would have been highly apprehensive. Indeed, the C_ssion's
staff seem to be remarkably free of awareness
of these currents of change.
Happily -- for us, and for the country -- the
Cc_ssion
seems quite open to information, quite concerned to produce a
sound, valuable report that truly will make a difference.
And so I come to
my "cc_r__rcial", and the main thrust of these remarks. Please -- for your
sake, for mine, for the country's sake -- pay attention to the efforts of
this Commission.
Follow its announced agenda.
Think -- and think hard -about the work it is doing.
Help it -- with timely presentations of information, reasoning, advice.
Be thoughtful, be clear -- they are not all
pension experts -- be conceptual, be timely.
The window of opportunity is
open. Speak up before it closes, lest your fate, and in good measure the
nation's fate, be settled by others.
Startinq Afresh--Shall I set an example?
let me ask you how this count-rs(
should look now to public and private programs for retirement incc_ if no
such programs existed.
Start afresh.
Is it likely that the Social Security
program we know today -- born of the deepest insecurities of the 1930's,
expanded ambitiously in the 1950's and 1960's -- would be what we would want
to create for the first t_
in the 1980' s? Would we still choose to place
primary emphasis in the private sector on employer decisions, and little or
no 6miohasis on the role of the individuals for whc_n all this machinery is to
be erected?
I doubt it.
Well, then, what would we draw up if we could start afresh?
It is a valid,
even fundarental question, even though, of course, we are not starting afresh,
because if we know where we want to go we can get there.
I will offer you
one possible arrangement, but first I want to identify some issues, and in
the process challenge our standard assunlotions, and loosen up your thinking.
I.

In the area of Social Security,
addressed:
i.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

there are fundamental

issues to be

What does "floor of protection" really mean?
Can it possibly include
$9,000 per year of tax-free income for a 1979 retirement?
Is the present law free of sex bias? Should it be?
Is there still a role for substantial dependents' _efits,
or
should these be curtailed or eliminated?
Are we satisfied with the nature and level of death and disability
benefits?
Why couldn't Social Security have more pre-funding, using, e.g.,
blind trusts under private sector management to avoid political
implications?
Why should Social Security benefits be indexed to inflation automatically, when the active workers whose taxes fund such benefits
have no such protection?
Perhaps such indexing should wait until
the nation gives up on controlling inflation and indexes the federal
income tax brackets and issues _exed
bonds.
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Why should Social Security benefits be tax-free?
Shouldn't half
be taxable?
Or allow current deduction of the employee's tax, and
make benefits fully taxable?
What's wrong with some funding from general taxation, sales taxes,
or VAT?
In earlier days that would have allowed benefit expansion,
but today there is no room for easy expansion of any program.
And
isn't there good reason to argue for the introduction of a national
sales tax or VAT, provided the federal income tax rates are correspondingly dropped, in order to encourage earnings and capital formation and discourage constmlotion?

In the area of private pension plans, there are same important principles to re-examine:
i.

2.

III.

ENVIRONMENT

In the absence of countervailing law (primarily ERISA), 6_ployers
could arrange pension benefits to be highly discriminatory and
drastically simplify reporting simply by going pay-as-you-go.
The
only tax incentive for private pension plans is the exemption of
i-n-_stment _
on plan funds, and of course it is taxed to the
beneficiaries later as benefits are paid. At the least we could
demolish the "tax subsidy" illusion; we might even be able to allow
employers to pay pensions on an informal basis, which is now illegal.
The rule for integration should be that the sum of private pensions
and Social Security does not decrease with rising earnings as a
percentage of gross pay.
This is not a "protect your turf" proposal.
It is a ntm__rical d_nonstration based on a specific, conceptual
approach.
If you are interested, give me your card and I will send
you a detailed exposition.

In the area of the individual's provision for his own future, there is
now a bewildering array of different tax treatments to sweep away:
a)
b)
c)
d)

emloloyee contributions to a corporate plan are not deductible, but
HR i0 contributions are deductible, and
IRA contributions are deductible, but with different limits, and
TSA contributions are deductible, but with still different limits,
while

e)

no man-in-the-street savings are deductible, but the interest
build-up is taxed differently, depending on the instrument:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

annuities, or
savings accounts with current interest, or
savings accounts with interest penalties, or
E bends with a choice of tax incidence.

An Illustrative Proposal--All right, enough questions.
Here is a specific
proposal.
To be successful, I do not need it to persuade you, but only to
stimulate you into developing your own ideas.
Then let's let our differing
ideas compete, and choose the best among all of thorn. I start with the
following:
Premise:
The scope of a national retirement policy is the partial replace__nt
of income that ceases upon retirement.
Hence the focus is on earnings, and
the maintenance of living standards supported by those earnings, rather than
any concept of "need", social assistance, or welfare.
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Social Security
A.
B.
C.
D.
E°
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.

II.

Should be universal.
Should be a flat $5,000 per year, but not to exceed 80% of
average earnings in the ten years before retirement.
Should be proportionately less for those with less than career
coverage, say 25 years.
Should not be increased because of dependents.
Should be fully taxable (hence the retir_s_ent test controversy
is avoided), and 6mployee taxes should be tax-deductible.
Should be available in full at any time after 65, i.e., no
actuarial increase for late retirement.
Should be available with some reduction,
early as age 60.
Should not be indexed.

B.
C.
D.

say 4% per year, as

Should be funded by a tax on e_ployer and e_ployee of 5% of the
first $i0,000 of annual earnings, plus -- when needed -- a national
sales tax, labeled for Social Security, at a level varying frc_
time to time so as to bring in an additional amount equal to cover
projected income inadequacies of the next two years.
Should have no death or disability benefits in this program,
although they could be provided in suitable form through an
/_ndependent new program.

Individual
A.

III.

SESSIONS

Savings

Should be emphasized as the most i_0ortant private supplement to
Social Security.
Should allow tax-deductibility for everyone, regardless of e_ployment status, up to 10% of the first $50,000 of earnings.
Should have no tax on investment income.
Should be taxed as regular income -- without penalty -- whenever
withdrawn.

E_ployer Benefits
A.

Should have present tax treatment if the plan meets simple
qualification standards:
i.
2.

3.
B.

Numerical coverage test.
Integration permitted as long as employer benefits plus Social
Security do not increase as a percentage of earnings as
earnings rise.
Vesting as soon as the accrued benefit is $1,000 per year.

Should be allowed to go the pay-as-you-go route if there is no
written announcen_ant to employees. No special tax help means
no qualification requirements, and no reporting.

The thrust of this proposal is to increase the role of personal (individual)
security programs, support employer-sponsored programs, and restrain the
overgrown Social Security program. This moves the emphasis to the parts of
the three-legged stool that are able to develop investment capital and withstand the demographic changes ahead. And it preserves the voluntary
character of personal security above the mandated miniml_ level -- society
can afford to have grasshoppers as well as ants.
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MR. ERNEST J. MOORHEAD:
I have three questions.
Dave, your ccmpany is slowly
phasing out of the individual policy pension market.
Do you consider this an
industry-wide trend? Bob, you stated that consLm_r activists fail to appreciate that the acceptance of risks justifies the profit objectives of the
insurers. Would you cc_r_ent on the coexistence of n_/tual and trust cc_oanies
as well as the role of the stockholder?
Harrison, you appear to be predicting
and advocating tax deductions for individual savings. Would you include
premiums for whole life individual policies in your definition of savings?
MR. RICCI: My cc_ments were based on my own ccrgpany's experience and should
not he appointed to the industry as a whole.
Considering the degree of complexity in the current underwriting rules, the heightened co_
awareness, and the administrative ocmplexities, my ccm_pany feels t_hat it is just
not in a position to answer this type of market.
There probably will be a
concentration
of insuring organizations
that will he addressing the question
much more accurately, redefining it, ar_ taking a much larger portion of the
market.
MR. DYMJa_KI:
With regard to mutual vs. stock companies, in the context of
group insurance benefits, stock ec_es
are very competitive, particularly
with large groups.
Even though mutual companies do not deal with profits,
they need to generate surplus in order to undertake risks.
Stock companies
generate profits which are intended to build up its surplus and its risktaking capacity.
So, I am not sure how I would differentiate between them
in that sense.
MR. G_S:
Certainly individual annuities ought to be deductible and,
although it may he difficult to define, the permanent premitm/ portion of
a whole life policy, retirement incGme policy, or anything more than term
ought to be deductible.
Many interesting questions will arise about when
is part of the pr_ni_n for a whole life policy deductible for business use
or estate planning.
MR. IAWRENCE N. MARC4EL: Harrison, I can agree with most of your basic ideas.
However, they seem to run counter to the general philosophy of the bureaucratic planners and administrators in Washington.
These bureaucrats see
inherent inequities in the general inccme distribution of the workforce which
they try to rectify in the postretirea__nt period.
They, therefore, see little
value in relying on private savings in delivering retirement incare, since
this just maintains the perceived inequity of the preretirement distribution
of inccrne. Since the in_plementation of your ideas would require such an
abrupt change in the thinking of these bureaucrats, I am not at all
optimistic that your ideas could came to pass. Do you have any ccmments
on this?
MR. GIVENS:
I would agree that the problem of getting anything like what I
am suggesting is political, and the probability of getting it is low. Ho%_ver,
even just a few years ago I saw no evidence of even a stall bending toward
different directions.
Today I can point to the Proposition 13 reaction
against big goverrm_nt and the awareness that throwing money into programs
does not necessarily bring about change.
For the first moment in our recent
history, now may be the time when there is some hope for charge by forcefully,
conceptually struggling for the things we are talking about today, for
individual solutions rather than national solutions.
Let us get some good
thinking into the political process, because, if we do not try, Larry, I can
guarantee you that nothir_ will go through.
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MR. JAMES G. BRIDG_4AN:
There is a trend developing of individuals trying
to obtain more control over many aspects of their lives, including the
development of more healthy lifestyles as well as the planning of their own
financial futures. The personnel directors of certain large corporations
are beginning to help their employees in this endeavor.
As insurers, in
conjunction with our group insurance and group pension business, should
we be working with these personnel directors?
MR. G_:
In the areas where we do have sane expertise, a qualified and
partial yes. Cafeteria cc_perusation is an example where the carrier has a
smaller area of ignorance than the client and can probably be of help.
I
am not sure, however, that we are particularly knowledgeable about how to
make people healthier. Also, I would worry scme about the issue of conflict
of interest.
Trying to make people healthier may help our health insurance
business, but not our pension business.
I am, also, fearful that %_ may
lose our credibility by trying to advise in areas where we are not really
experts.
MR. DYMCWSKI:
I would agree that this is a very desirable approach.
Corporate financers are very much concerned with the cost of benefit
programs.
As a result, in our discussions with sane of our clients we
make suggestions about risk avoidance and preventive maintenance pro/rams.
A group has to recognize that there is going to be same long-term gain,
because initially there is a very definite loss.
MR. B_:
As a profession, it is possible to d6rnonstrate the long-term
advantage of this type of consultir_.
Have you seen any statistics that
could be used to demonstrate any advantage?
MR. GIVENS:
No, I certainly have not, with the exception of nonsmoker
policies.
It will take a lot of time to collect data and analyze it.

